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Warm Wishes 2013

The Wood Family Foundation is looking forward to finding another stellar school recipient for Warm
Wishes this December! Learn more about how you or your company can support Chicago's kids this
holiday season by visiting our website. 

 

- Events You May Have Missed -

 

Woody's Wiffle Ball Classic Viewing Party 
August 26, 2013
Trax Tavern & Grill 

On Monday, August 26th, WFF held a viewing party for Woody's Wiffle Ball Classic title sponsor,
Walgreens! Thanks to Comcast SportsNet, we were able to relive our day at Wrigley for Woody's
Wiffle Ball Classic! Highlights of the premiere included comical quotes from team captain Bill
Murray, kind words from WFF Board members Tom Ricketts, Wade Miquelon and Tim Smithe,
classic corporate team snapshots, and of course many more highlights from the Wiffle For A Diffle
Celebrity Tournament! WFF wants to reiterate how grateful we are to all of our sponsors, in-kind
donors, volunteers and supporters!

If you missed the broadcast, Woody's will air several more times! In the meantime, watch online!

http://www.csnchicago.com/cubs/watch-woodys-wiffle-ball-classic
http://mlb.mlb.com/players/woodfamilyfoundation/contact.jsp
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Woody's Wiffle Ball Classic, Brought to you by:

- WFF in The News -

Check out WGN's Micah Materre on Chicago's Very Own, featuring coverage of founder's Kerry and
Sarah including footage from WFF's baseball clinic this past July, as well as a few words from the
first Kerry and Sarah Wood Family Foundation Scholar recipient, Gaby Santoyo. 

http://mlb.mlb.com/players/woodfamilyfoundation/news.jsp?content=052413
http://wgntv.com/2013/08/30/chicagos-very-own-kerry-and-sarah-wood/
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- WFF's Auction Site -

Have you visited WFF's MLB.com auction site yet? Check out new items from Woody's Wiffle Ball
Classic, other autographed items, and Kerry's children book, All You Can Be! Proceeds benefit
Chicago's kids!

http://auction.mlb.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/User?id=WoodFam&wl=33072944&type=L
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- An Interview with Board Member Graham Allen -

Graham Allen is the President and CEO of Sloan Valve
Company, a 106 year-old family owned commercial plumbing
products manufacturer in Franklin Park, IL. He is an active
member and speaker to business groups and students at the
Loyola University Family Businesses Center in Chicago,
serves on the auxiliary board of the Hephzibah Home for
abused and neglected children, and sits on the advisory board
of both Adaptive TCR, a bio-tech start-up company based in
Seattle Washington, and Steinberg Sports and Entertainment
out of Los Angeles California. 

Briefly describe yourself and one quote or motto you try
to live by. 

I feel like I'm an avid outdoors man who spends most of his
time indoors. A father of two and the 4th generation Co-CEO
of a family business, I cherish most the moments I can get
outside with my family and share some real adventures. 

If I had to say that I try to live by a particular motto, I suppose
I would say it's something my Mom told me once, "You are equal to any man, and every man is an
equal to you." It's served me well in business and life, empowering yet humbling at the same time. 
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Based on your background, how do you contribute to the nonprofits you are involved with?

As the youngest of three brothers, you don't get much in life without collaboration and consensus. I
hope that's the spirit I bring to my volunteer work . I've come to expect that the best ideas and
answers come at the most unexpected times from lively discussions with friends. 

What drew you to WFF's board? Briefly describe how you support WFF and why you
choose to give your time doing so.

I was originally drawn to the board by hedonistic motivations. A fun event is key to a successful
event that puts people at ease and tends to bring out the k indness and generosity in everyone. The
WFF understands that, and has proven it time and time again. Come, have a ball, and help some
great k ids. How could I not want to be a part of that in any way that I can?

As a new board member, what future goals or aspirations do you have for WFF?

My goal is simple, I want the WFF to be the standard by which all other foundations are measured.
To do the most good for the people that need it most is a bold endeavor, worthy of our time and
energy. This foundation can and has changed lives already, and it's best years lie ahead. Judicious
use of the star-power, the horse-power, and the will-power on hand will make it best in class. 

Sloan Valve, a long time supporter of the foundation, recently participated in the first
Woody's Wiffle Ball Classic. Any stories, experiences or important notes you would like to
share from your day at Wrigley?

Sloan rented a rather large luxury coach to transport our team to Wrigley and thanks to some
maneuvering by our driver, our bus was mistaken for a VIP bus that resulted in appearances by
Jenny McCarthy, Derek Lee, George Wendt and more that made for some funny moments.

My favorite moment of the day was definitely tak ing a few cuts at wiffle balls pitched to me by the
great "Kid K", and getting to pitch a few for him to hit too. I once told Kerry that he is the Ernie
Banks of my generation, and I meant it!

- Be Social -
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This month WFF wanted to share a few of our favorite facebook posts.....

Sherrie Marchi  "The Wood family's actions speak loudly, and they're saying wonderfully authentic
and empowering things to young people. Right on Wood Foundation...."

Shelia Silver-Brown  "The Wood Family Foundation does wonderful things for the underprivileged
youth of Chicago-they are the best! Loved the Woody's Wiffle Ball Classic charitable event
yesterday and last evening! It was awesome! Way to go Kerry and Sarah Wood! 

Bill Dornback  "Thank you Kerry and Sarah Wood and the Wood Family Foundation for the 17th
Floor Play Room at Lurie Children's Hospital. This playroom that you helped create is making a
huge difference in children's lives. I know that room and volunteers positively impacted my son. In
some of our most difficult moments, it was the one thing Jack wanted to do. It is nice to know there
is a place that this sick children can go to just be kids."

 

- About WFF -

The Wood Family Foundation is a non-profit 501c3 organization founded in June 2011 by
Chicago Cubs pitcher Kerry Wood and his wife Sarah. WFF works to improve the lives of
Chicago's kids by raising funds and awareness for their children's programs. 

Despite the curve balls that may come their way, every child should be given a chance in
life, regardless of resources, opportunity, or geography. 

That's why the Wood Family Foundation prides itself as an advocate for Chicago area
children, providing support not just on a one-time basis but through long-term relationships
with kids and their communities, ensuring the consistency and emotional structure they
need to succeed. 

We believe all kids have potential. 
We're here to help them swing for the fences.
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